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Introduction

 ReaverPro II

 Little (portable) Wi-Fi Hacking gadget based on OpenWrt

 Comes with a webinterface

 Check if your network use WEP encryption or has turned on WPS

 If the network uses WEP, Reaver will crack it

 If the network has turned on WPS, Reaver will bruteforce the WPS pin to
get the WPA2-PSK Key of the Wi-Fi Network



Introduction

 OpenWrt (https://openwrt.org/)

 Operating system based on linux kernel

 Primary used on embedded devices to route network traffic

 Can be customized to build an own image

 Support various types of devices like routers, smartphones, pocket
computers and notebooks



Build your own ReaverProII

 I’ve crashed my ReaverProII device! 



Build your own ReaverProII

 Hardware:

 Alfa Networks AP 121U

 HornetUbx2 Board (16/64)



Build your own ReaverProII

 Setup:

 1x Hornet-UBx2 Board

 1x USB to TTL UART Cable

 Network Interface / Ethernet Cable

 Notebook with running TFTP Server and Terminal Software (Putty)

 OpenWRT Kernel for Hornet-UB

 OpenWRT Filesystem for Hornet-UB

 ReaverProII Firmware



Build your own ReaverProII

 Remove Case and connect pins:

 Red (VDD +5V), Black (GND), Green (RXD), White (TXD)

 Don’t connect VDD Pin (Otherwise you’ll crash the board again)



Build your own ReaverProII

 Prepare Terminal Software and TFTP Server:

 Set Baudrate to 115200

 Set TFTP Directory where the Images are stored

 Set Network Interface IP to 192.168.1.254

 Flash OpenWRT

 Flash ReaverProII



Build your own ReaverProII
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Build your own ReaverProII



Build your own ReaverProII

 Open Webbrowser: 10.9.8.1

 Default login: reaver / foo

 Upload stagin-firmware.bin

 Upload latest.bin







Attacking WPS

 Setup:

 1x Zyxel Router NBG-460 N

 1x Alfa AWUS 036H Wlan Adapter

 Kali Linux based on Virtualbox



Attacking WPS (Bruteforce)
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Attacking WPS (Bruteforce)

 Summary:

 Due failure of WPS you have to try only 11’000 pin combinations instead
of 10’000’000 to get the WPA2-PSK Key

 I had a cracking speed of 4s/ pin

 It took me 34057 seconds = 9.46h to get the pin

 Strongly recommended to turn of WPS



Attacking WPS (Offline)

 WPS Pixie Dust Attack

 Discovered by Domenique Bongard

 Don’t work for every router

 If your router is vulnarable to this attack it tooks only some seconds to
minutes to get the WPS Pin

 Only few chipsets are affected

 Public Database exist:

 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tSlbqVQ59kGn8hgmwcPTHU
ECQ3o9YhXR91A_p7Nnj5Y



Pixie Dust Database



Attacking WPS (Offline)

 Modified version of Reaver is needed!

 Install all dependencies:

 First, type into the terminal: apt-get update

 Then: apt-get install build-essential

 apt-get install libpcap-dev

 apt-get install sqlite3

 apt-get install libsqlite3-dev

 apt-get install pixiewps



Attacking WPS (Offline)

 git clone https://github.com/t6x/reaver-wps-fork-t6x

 Compile the source code:

 cd reaver-wps-fork-t6x/

 cd src/

 ./configure

 make

 make install

https://github.com/t6x/reaver-wps-fork-t6x


Attacking WPS (Offline)
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Attacking WPS (Offline)

 Summary:

 In my case the attack didn’t work

 Router Model Netgear WNR2000 V2

 If the router is vulnerable to this attack it took max. 30min to get the pin

 Strongly recommended to turn of WPS



UPC Cablecom Securitygap

 attacker can get possibly the Wi-Fi password because of the SSID

 The WLAN SSID and Password is not just a random value, it can be 

calculated trough the routers serial number

 Not all router models are affected



UPC Cablecom Securitygap

 The technical background how to calculate the potential 

passwords can be found here:

 https://www.nickkusters.com/en/Services/UPC-Details

 A source code written in C can be found here:

 http://haxx.in/upc_keys.c

 Some online cracking ressources can be found here:

 http://haxx.in/upc-wifi/
https://upc.michalspacek.cz/
https://www.0x.tf/upc/upc_keys.html

https://www.nickkusters.com/en/Services/UPC-Details
http://haxx.in/upc_keys.c
http://haxx.in/upc-wifi/
https://upc.michalspacek.cz/
https://www.0x.tf/upc/upc_keys.html


UPC Cablecom Securitygap

 On the routers backside we should find a label like this

 I was curious if I find a screenshot of a router that shows the

backside that I ca test the online cracking tool.



UPC Cablecom Securitygap
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UPC Cablecom Securitygap



Forecast

 Build your own Hacking Gadged based on OpenWRT

 Install pentest tools

 Use binwalk to extract firmware

 modify firmware and upload backdoorshell



Thanks for your attention!


